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ABSTRACT 
We study the linear oscillations of a thin self-gravitating gas sheet. The unperturbed velocity 
field of the sheet is a parallel shear flow. A Corio lis acceleration is included to simulate the effects 
of rotation. The sheet exhibits Lindblad resonances, and it can sustain both short and long 
wavelength density waves. 
We derive equations which govern the excitation and evolution of density waves in all regions 
of space, including the Lindblad resonances and the forbidden region around corotation. These 
equations are solved in the tight winding limit. 
An initial disturbance in the form of a wave packet of short leading waves evolves as follows. 
The packet propagates toward corotation, is reflected at the boundary of the forbidden region, and 
becomes a packet of long leading waves. It then travels back to the Lindblad resonance, where 
it is reflected and becomes a packet oflong trailing waves. Subsequently, this packet moves toward 
corotation and is reflected again at the boundary of the forbidden region. The packet is now made 
up of short trailing waves and propagates away from corotation indefinitely. 
For sufficiently stable disks, the forbidden region around corotation is wide and density waves 
are almost completely reflected at its boundaries. For marginally stable disks, some of the inci-
dent wave tunnels through the forbidden region and the reflected wave is amplified. 
The excitation of density waves by an arbitrary external potential is considered. In our model 
sheet, the sole effect of a barlike potential is to excite the long trailing wave at the Lindblad 
resonances. The amplitude of the excited wave is calculated. 
Subject headings: galaxies: internal motions- galaxies: structure- hydrodynamics-
stars: stellar dynamics 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Our aim is to describe the behavior of density waves in a simple analog of a rotating disk. In § II, we describe 
the model and set up the linear perturbation equations. We state results obtained from previous studies of these 
equations in a form appropriate to our model. In §III, the equations are rewritten in terms of the comoving 
coordinates of'the unperturbed flow. The resulting equations are Fourier transformed and then solved in the 
tight winding limit. The excitation of a wave packet by an external potential and its subsequent propagation are 
calculated. In§ IV, we discuss our results and their implications for spiral structure in galaxies. 
It is important to bear in mind that this paper is about density waves in a special model gas sheet. It is not 
about density waves in galaxies. Of course, we hope that the behavior of density waves in our model will mimic 
their behavior in galaxies. This hope remains to be justified. The incentive for studying density waves in the 
model sheet is analytic simplicity. We are able to solve initial value problems describing the excitation 
and subsequent evolution of wave packets. Our solutions are valid everywhere including the Lindblad and 
corotation resonances. 
II. THE MODEL 
The model we analyze is a thin gas sheet whose unperturbed velocity field is a parallel shear flow. To simulate 
the effects of rotation, we include a Coriolis acceleration. This model approximates the local dynamics of a 
differentially rotating disk (Goldreich and Lynden-Bell 1965; Julian and Toomre 1966). Toomre (1969) describes 
its advantages and limitations. Most important for our purposes are that the model exhibits Lindblad resonances 
and that its linear perturbations include density waves. Although it is a fluid system, its behavior is similar in 
many respects to that of a stellar system such as a disk galaxy. 
The continuity and Euler equations read 
a) Basic Equations 
0~ 
- + V·(~V) = 0 ot (1) 
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and 
av 1 
- + (V·V)V = -- VP - 2Sl x V- Vl¥ ~ E p , (2) 
where E is the surface density, P is the two-dimensional pressure, V is the two-dimensional velocity, 
V = iofox + jofoy, np = D.pk is the Coriolis parameter, and 1¥ is the gravitational potential. The unperturbed 
pressure P0 and surface density E0 are taken to be homogeneous, and the unperturbed velocity is chosen to be 
V0 = 2Axj, (3) 
where A > 0 is the Oort constant. The Coriolis acceleration acting on the unperturbed flow is balanced by the 
unperturbed gravitational acceleration -Vl¥0• Note.-With our sign convention, nP < 0. 
The continuity and Euler equations governing linear perturbations are 
au + 2Ax au + Eo (au + av) = O 
at oy ox oy ' (4) 
ou+ 2Axou_ 2D.v= _ox, 
at oy p ox (5) 
ov + 2Axov + 2Bu =_ox, 
at oy oy (6) 
where the Oort constant B = D.P + A. The perturbation variables are denoted by lowercase symbols: E = 
Eo + a, P = P0 + p, V = V0 + ui + vj, and 1¥ = 11"0 + ifs. The accelerations due to pressure and gravity are 
written as - Vx, with 
(7) 
and p = a2u, where a is the sound speed; ifs is the potential due to perturbations of the disk, and ifsex is an external 
potential. Poisson's equation 
(8) 
completes the set of linear equations for the perturbation variables a, u, v, ifs, and X· Henceforth, we drop the 
subscript from the unperturbed variables. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to examining the free oscillations (ifsex = 0) of the disk. We state several 
well-known results without proof in order to familiarize the reader with their appearance when applied to our 
model disk. These results were first obtained in studies of stellar disks, but they are easily modified to apply to 
gas disks (Lin and Shu 1968). 
b) Gravitational Stability 
Elementary plane waves of the form exp [i(kxx - wt)], with kx and w constants, are solutions of equations 
(4)-(8) provided that kx and w satisfy the dispersion relation 
w2 = K2 - 27TGEikxi + kx 2a2 , (9) 
where K = 2(BD.p)1' 2 is the epicyclic frequency. The necessary criterion for stability is 
.!_ = 1rGE < 1 Q Ka (10) 
(Toomre 1964). This criterion is also sufficient (Kalnajs 1965). We consider only stable (Q > 1) disks in this 
paper. 
c) WKB Density Waves 
Consider stationary perturbations of the form exp [i(SXkx(s)ds + kyy)], where ky > 0 is a constant. For 
1rGEkyjK2 « 1 and kyajK « 1, equations (4)-(8) admit WKB solutions of this form, provided kx(x) and ky 
are related by 
(11) 
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( 
and lkxlfky » 1. Equation (11) may be recast in a more familiar form by setting ky = m/R and 2Ax = R(Q - QP). 
Here, we identify R as the disk radius, m as the number of spiral arms, and n as the local angular velocity. Our 
Coriolis parameter plays the role of the pattern speed. With these definitions, equation (11) is identical to the 
dispersion relation for tightly wound spiral density waves (Lin and Shu 1966). Corotation is at x = 0, and the 
Lindblad resonances occur at ± xL, where 
XL := Kj(2Aky) . (12) 
The dispersion relation (eq. [11]) yields two solutions for lkxl: 
(13) 
where lxl = xF = (Q2 - 1)112xdQ is the boundary of the forbidden region, kc = 1rG"1:.ja2 , and the two solutions 
( ±) are called the short and long waves. The short wave propagates for lxl > xF, and the long wave propagates 
for xF < lxl < xL. The existence of the short wave for lxl > xL is a special feature of gas disks which is not 
shared by stellar disks. We define waves as leading or trailing spirals according to whether kx > 0 or kx < 0. 
The group velocity of the waves in the x-direction is Cg, where 
C [ (XF) 2] 1/2 
-!z = + sgn (xkx) 1 - x ' (14) 
and the upper and lower signs apply to the short and long waves (Toomre 1969). Inside corotation (x < 0), 
Cg > 0 for the long trailing and short leading waves and Cg < 0 for the short trailing and long leading waves. 
Outside corotation (x > 0), the sign of Cg is reversed for each wave type. 
Because a localized wave packet propagates radially, the x component of its wave vector kx evolves with time. 
From equations (13) and (14), we have 
~x = 0:; Cg = -2Aky. (15) 
Thus, the density waves wind up as they propagate (Toomre 1969). A special feature of our model is that the 
winding rate is exactly the shear rate of the unperturbed flow. 
The normalized surface density perturbation O(x, y) = u(x, y)/"1:. due to a steady wave train may be written as 
(16) 
As a consequence of the conservation of the flux of wave action, the amplitude IO(x)l satisfies (Toomre 1969; 
Shu 1970) 
IO(x)~kc- lkx(x)ll 112 _ tant 
kx(x) - cons . (17) 
This result may be derived from the second order WKB solutions of equations (4)-(8). It implies that both the 
energy flux and the angular momentum flux of a density wave are conserved. 
III. EXCITATION AND EVOLUTION OF WAVES 
At this point we abandon the WKB method so successfully exploited in the past, especially by Lin and Shu 
(1966). Instead, we rely on techniques developed by Goldreich and Lynden-Bell (1965) and by Julian and Toomre 
(1966) for use in similar problems. 
as 
a) The Solution of the Basic Equations 
The basic equations (4)-(8) are expressed in the comoving coordinates of the unperturbed flow 
(x, y' = y - 2Axt, z, t) 
eu [(e e) ev] Bt + "1:. ex - 2At By' u + By' = 0 ' 
eu- 2n v = - (~- 2At_!_)x Bt P ex By' ' 
ev + 2Bu= _ex, 
Bt By' 
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[(ox o ) 2 o2 02 ] ox - 2At oy' + oy'2 + oz2 1/J = %Ga3(z) . (22) 
Equations (19)-(22) admit solutions whose spatial dependence is of the form exp [i(kx'x + kyy')]. Substituting 
this solution into equations (19)-(22) and changing to a new time variable 
T = 2At- kx'/ky, (23) 
we obtain 
da i~ky (- _) 0 d-r + 2A v - TU = ' (24) 
dil Qp - iky -
d-r - A v = 2A TX ' (25) 
dv B_ iky_ 
d-r + A u = - 2A X ' (26) 
(27) 
Here a, ii, v, x, and z{l, which denote the amplitudes of the Fourier components, are functions of -r, kx', and ky. 
The next step is to reduce equations (23)-(27) to a single second order differential equation for ii. We multiply 
equation (26) by -r and add the resulting equation to (25) to obtain 
~ (u + -rV) - ~ (v - -rfl) = o . 
We combine this equation with the continuity equation and integrate once to find 
iky{il + -rv)f2B = -iif~. 
(28) 
(29) 
This equation expresses the conservation of vorticity. We have set the constant of integration to zero, because 
the perturbed vorticity is zero when there are only gravitational forces. 




We express x in terms of (J and .frex by solving Poisson's equation and using equation (7). The solution of Poisson's 
equation (eq. [27]) gives 
for z = 0 so that 
x = (- ky{l2:G~2)1t2 + a2) fJ + .frex · 




Equation (34) is almost identical to equations (72), (94), and (97) of Goldreich and Lynden-Bell (1965). The only 
differences are in the terms involving the surface density and sound speed and occur because the thin-disk limit 
was not used in the earlier paper. 
The evolution equation (34) may be written in a more revealing form by changing the dependent variable from 
fJ to z{l with the aid of equation (32). We find 
dd2ttjJ2- + S2(t).fr = -2TrG~ky.frex (35a) (1 + 72)1/2 ' 
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where the effective spring rate 
S2(t) = K2 - 21rG"i:.k(t) + k2(t)a2 + 12A2(1 + ~)-2 + 80pA(l + 1'2)-1 (35b) 
with 
(35c) 
The relation between 1' and tis given by equation (23). The first three terms in the expression for S 2(t) are the 
familiar trio which govern unsheared oscillations (kx # 0, ky = 0; cf. eq. [9]). The minimum value of the trio 
is reached when k(t) = km1n = K/(Qa) and equals K2(1 - Q- 2). For sufficiently large H the k 2(t)a2 term domi-
nates and S2(t) is positive. However, even for stable sheets (Q > 1), S2(t) may be negative for small t. When 
S 2(t) < 0, the homogeneous solutions of equation (35a) exhibit transient growth. Numerical solutions of equa-
tions analogous to equation (35a) by Goldreich and Lynden-Bell (1965) demonstrate that sheared wavelets can 
achieve impressive transient amplification as k(t) swings past its minimum value ky. Similar results were reported 
by Julian and Toomre (1966) from their study of star sheets. In §III/ we relate this old amplifier to the new 
amplifier analyzed by Mark (1974, 1976). 
The general solution of equation (34) may be written in terms of its homogeneous solutions 0+(1'), O_(T) as 
O(kx', 1') = aO+(T) + (30_(1') - ~ (~.Ar f.., d8[0+(T)0_(8)- 0_(1'){}+(8)]«fo.x(kx', 8)' (36) 
where a and (3 are arbitrary constants and Cis a constant determined by C = [{}_(T)d(J+(T)/dT - (J+(T)dO_(T)/dT]/ 
(1 + T2). Henceforth, we assume that the homogeneous solutions are normalized such that C = 2i. 
We restrict our attention to a single value of ky. This corresponds to fixing the number of spiral arms m = kyR 
in the analogous disk model. We define reduced dependent variables from which they or y' dependence is removed 
by 
8(x, t) = 8(x, y, t) exp ( -ikyy), 
8'(x, t) = 8(x, y', t) exp ( -ikyy'). 
(37a) 
(37b) 
Similar definitions apply to u, u, v, x. and !foex· To obtain the general solution for 8(x, t), we use the relations 
8'(x, t) = f_"'.., dkx'{J[kx', T(t, kx')] exp (ikx'x), (38) 
8(x, t) = 8'(x, t) exp [iky(y' - y)] = 8'(x, t) exp ( -2ikyAxt), (39) 
«foex(kx'· 1') = L f_"'.., dx!foex[X, t('T, kx')] exp (iky'TX)' (40) 
and equations (18), (23), and (36), from which it follows that 
Jao "k 3 J"" 8(x, t) = ky _.., dT[a{J+('T) + f3{}_(T)]exp [-ikyTX] + 1~;A2 _.., dTexp(-ikyTX) 
x f.., d8[{}+(1')0_(8)- (J_(T)(J+(8)] f_"".., dsfs.x[s, t- (1'- 8)/2A] exp [iky8s]. (41) 
Equations (34) and (41) are the central equations of this investigation. They govern the excitation and evolution 
of spiral density waves of arbitrary opening angle, and they remain valid at the corotation and Lindblad resonances. 
b) Tightly Wound Spirals 
The requirements for the validity of the tight winding approximation as applied to perturbations of our model 
sheet are 
and 
1rG"i:.ky/ K 2 « 1 
aky/K « 1 
(42) 
(43) 
(cf. §lie). When these requirements are met, it is possible to derive analytic expressions for the homogeneous 
solutions of equation (34). For ITI «min [K2/(1TG"i:.ky), K/aky], equation (34) with «foex = 0 reduces to equation 
(30) with x = 0. The exact solutions of the latter equation are 0 = (1' + 2i!lp/K) exp (± iKT/2A). For ITI » 1, 
the homogeneous WKB solutions of equations (34) are (J ~ Tg- 112 exp (±if g(8)d8), where 
1 g( 1') = 2A [K2 - 21TG"i:.kyl1'1 + {aky1')2]112 . (44) 
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These WKB solutions are valid if the minimum value of~ is much larger than [kya/A]112, or equivalently, if 
(45) 
(cf. § Ille). If inequalities (42), (43), and (45) are satisfied, the regions in which the above solutions are valid 
overlap, and the appropriately normalized global solutions are 
IJ±('r) = ~~12 (1" + 2i~~~) exp [ ±i r d8W>)] · (46) 
c) Steady Wave Trains 
To investigate the physical properties of the homogeneous solutions IJ ± ( T ), we must evaluate 
O±(x) = ky L"'ao dTIJ±(T) exp ( -ikyTX) (47) 
(cf. eq. [41]). Note that O+(x) = 8_ *(-x). The integral may be evaluated by the method of stationary phase. 
Since ~(T) > 0, O±(x) = 0 for ±x < 0, and we have 
2A (2'1T)l/2 { kx(x) [·fx ]} O±(x) =a ky ~Ii,.~) Ike - ikx(x)~l/2 exp l kx(s)ds for ±x > 0, (48) 
and 
O±(x) = 0 for ±x < 0. 
The SUM is over all kx(x) for a given x where kx(x) is given by equation (13). Thus, the above solution is a sum 
of WKB density waves each of which satisfies the dispersion relation (eq. [13]) and the action conservation equa-
tion (17). Like the WKB density waves of§ II, equation (48) is invalid near xL and xF although equations (46) 
and (47) are valid everywhere. 
The novel feature of our solution is that it shows that all four wave types (short leading, long leading, long 
trailing, and short trailing) are part of a single wave train. The direction of propagation is specified by the sign 
of cg, or equivalently, dkxfdt (cf. eqs. [14] or [15]). In terms of lxl the wave train travels the following route: 
oo ~ xF ~ xL ~ xF ~ oo. Here sgn x = ± 1 for 8 ±(x). At the first reflection I xi = xF, k = kc and the wave 
changes from short leading to long leading. The next reflection is at I xi = xL, and the wave is transformed from 
long leading to long trailing. The final reflection is at lxl = xF with kx = -kc, and the wave changes from long 
trailing to short trailing. We know that each reflection is total because the action flux is conserved. 
d) Wave Packets 
We now turn to the inhomogeneous solutions of equation (34) and consider the excitation by the transient 
potential 
rfsex(x, t) = r/s(y) exp [iyx - f(t/T)2] , (49) 
where K- 1 « T « xda and rfs(y) and y are constants. The initial state (t = -oo) is taken to be free of density 
waves so a = fJ = 0 in equation (41). With the above expression for rfsex• two of the three integrations in equation 
( 41) are routine and we find 
O(x, t) = + ik~1~y) L:lku dT[IJ+(T)IJ_( -yfky) - IJ_(T)IJ+( -yfky)] exp [ -ikyTX -~eAt -21:y - TrJ . (50) 
The above integral is evaluated by the method of stationary phase and yields 
i(2?T)112rfs(y) _ . { kx(x) } 
O(x, t) = ± 4Aaky (y + 2'D.pky/K) ~J:!>~Y i[ikx(x)i - kc]X(y)j 112 
x exp {i[f:x<y> kx(s)ds ± yx(y) + 'i sgn cg] - ~ [:f- [y ~~k:x)]r} for ±x > o. (51) 
Here x(y) = x( -y) > 0 is defined such that kx[x(y)] = y. Equation (51) describes two wave packets 81(x, t) 
and 82(x, t) which are confined to x > 0 and x < 0 and are related by 81(x, t) = 82*( -x, t). 
The wave packets are localized near where 
kx(x) = y - 2Akyt . (52) 
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This relation implies that the wave packets are excited where kx(x) = y, and that they travel with the WKB group 
velocity (cf. eq. [14]). Compa1ison of equations (17) and (51) shows that the wave packets satisfy the WKB 
amplitude relation. The wave packets travel the same routes as the steady wave trains described in § Illc. 
e) Bar Excitation 
The excitation of density waves by the potential of a bar has often been proposed as a generating mechanism 
for spiral structure in galaxies. Feldman and Lin (1973) and Lin and Lau (1975) demonstrated that the short 
trailing wave is excited near the corotation resonance by a bar potential. Their investigations are based on the 
application of the WKB method to tightly wound spirals in realistic galactic disks. Bar driving at corotation is 
proportional to d('2:.D.jK2 )/dr. The analog of this gradient in our model sheet is d('2:.D.v/K2)/dr = 0. Thus, it is not 
surprising that our calculations in § Illc imply that in the tight winding limit a barlike potential does not excite 
any waves near corotation. 
In our model the sole effect of a barlike potential is to excite the long trailing wave at the Lindblad resonances. 
To see this, note from equation (52) that a potential whose x dependence is of the form exp (iyx) excites density 
waves at ± x(y), where kx[ ± x(y)] = y. The analog of a barlike potential in our geometry is .PexCx, t) = .Pex(x), 
where .PexCx) is real and varies on a scale of order ky - 1 • Thus, the Fourier decomposition of .PexCx) contains signifi-
cant power for !YI ~ ky and very little power for !YI = kc » ky. For !YI ~ ky, !x(y)JxL - 11 ~ ky/kc « 1 (cf. 
eq. [13]). Thus the excitation occurs near the Lindblad resonances and the waves propagate away from these 
resonances as long trailing waves. 
To determine the wave driving at the Lindblad resonances by a barlike potential 
.PexCx) = L: dyifl(y) exp (iyx), 
we set T = oo and x(y) = xL in equation (51) and then integrate the resulting expression for 8(x) over y to obtain 
8(x) = + (27TXL)112 SUM ( kx(X) ) (d.Pex + D.P .p ) 
- 2Ka k.,(x)<O !kx(x) - kcl 112 dx - AxL ex x= ±xL 
x exp {ilfxL kx(s)ds + i sgn cu]} for ±x > 0. 
f) Amplification at Corotation 
(53) 
Mark (1974, 1976) has demonstrated that a density wave incident upon the forbidden zone surrounding co-
rotation splits into a reflected and a transmitted wave, somewhat as hinted at already by Toomre's (1969) Figures 
3 and 4. The action flux of the reflected wave exceeds that of the incident wave. This process does not involve a 
net transfer of action between the waves and the underlying disk, because a transmitted wave with the opposite 
sign of action density propagates away from the other side of the forbidden zone. Mark established his results 
for stellar disks, and Lin and Lau (1975) obtained similar results for gas disks. These results were derived by the 
application of WKB connection formulae to density waves across the forbidden zone. We confirm these results 
by application of the techniques developed in this paper. 
The amplifier works well only in disks that hover on the brink of gravitational instability. Therefore, we lift 
the restriction on dis~ stability (cf. eq. [45]) and investigate the homogeneous solutions of equation (35a). 
The coefficient of .P has a maximum at r = 0 and two minima at ± rm1n where 
1rG'2:. kc 
Tmln ~ ~k = k- • (54) 
a Y Y 
Note that the WKB waves have !kxl = kc at x = ± Xp. The above approximation for rm1n is valid in the limit of 
tight winding. In the neighborhood of ± rm1m equation (35a) may be written as 
d2(fi ("~2 ) -
cir]2 + 4 + b .p = 0 ' (55) 
where 
( k a)l/2 7J = A (r + Tm!J (56) 
and 
(57) 
Note: b > 0 for stable disks. 
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The solutions of equation (55) are parabolic cylinder functions (Abramowitz and Stegun 1964) as already 
noted by Mark (1976) in his analogous context. The complex solutions E( -b, -TJ) and E*( -b, TJ) are of greatest 
interest to us. They satisfy the relation 
(1 + e-2nb)li2£( -b, TJ) _ e-"bE*( -b, TJ) = iE*( -b, -TJ). (58) 
The leading term in the asymptotic expansion of E(- b, TJ) for 7J » b is 
E( -b, TJ) = (~r12 exp [i(~2 + b ln 7J + ~ cp2 + i)] • {59) 
where cp2 = arg r(t - ib). The asymptotic expansion of E( -b, TJ) for 7J « -b follows from equations (58) and 
(59). . 
We can now calculate the amplification at corotation. Consider a simple example in which a steady long trailing 
wave train is launched at a Lindblad resonance x = ± xL. From §Hie, we know that for this wave train ~(-r) = 0 
for -r < 0. For very stable disks (b » 1), (fo(-r) oc (fo±(-r) for.,. ;;:: 0, where the upper and lower signs apply for the 
waves launched at x = ± xL. On the other hand, if b « 1, the WKB solutions are invalid in the interval 
1-r - -rm1nl ~ (A/kya)112 and the solutions (fo±(-r) for -r < Tmtn go over to linear combinations of (fo+(-r) and (fo_(-r) 
for -r > Tmtn· The connection formulae are determined by equations (46), (58), and (59). From§ Hie we know 
that -rm1n ~ kcfky corresponds to kx(x) = -kc and lxl = xF. Thus a long trailing wave incident upon the for-
bidden region splits into a reflected wave and a transmitted wave. The ratios of the magnitudes of the action 
fluxes of the reflected and transmitted waves to those of the incident wave are 
and 
r, = e-2nb. 
(60) 
(61) 
The conservation of action is expressed by r, - r, = 1. Our r, and r, coefficients agree with those derived by 
Mark. Note that short leading waves incident upon corotation are amplified by the same factor as the long 
trailing waves. In the tight winding limit, the amplifier is efficient only if 
(62) 
The above discussion demonstrates the connection between the corotation amplifier analyzed by Mark (1974, 
1976) and the swing amplifier described by Goldreich and Lynden-Bell and by Julian and Toomre (1966). In the 
tight winding limit, both amplifiers are weak; r, :::;; 2 and r, :::;; 1 for stable disks. The former is due to the near 
gravitational instability that occurs when k(t) drifts past km1n = Kj(Qa) and which is reflected by the presence 
of a soft spot in the effective spring rate near kmtn (cf. eqs. [35]). By contrast, the really large swing amplifications 
found for relatively open spiral waves from equations (35) can occur only when k(t) drifts past its minimum 
value ky. They owe their existence to the term + 8QpA(1 + -r2) -l which can make the effective spring rate 
negative near .,. = 0 even for Q > 1. 
IV. DISCUSSION 
We have presented analytic solutions which describe the excitation and evolution of tightly wound density 
waves. Our solutions are valid at all points including the corotation and Lindblad resonances. Furthermore, it 
is readily proved that all of the perturbation variables are nonsingular even at the resonance points. 
Although our techniques are applied most easily to tightly wound waves, they are not restricted to this limiting 
case. With a very modest amount of numerical work, it would be possible to solve equations (34) and (41) with-
out the tight winding approximation and thus describe density waves of arbitrary opening angle. This work would 
bridge the gap between the WKB results of Lin, Mark, Shu, and Toomre and the extensive numerical computations 
of unstable modes of more realistic model galaxies by Bardeen (1975). 
Perhaps our most important result is the calculation of the driving of density waves by a barlike potential. We 
show that, for our model in the tight winding limit, driving of the long trailing waves occurs at the Lindblad 
resonances. As these waves propagate, they become more and more tightly wound in the trailing sense. Thus, 
a barlike potential excites trailing density waves in agreement with observations of spiral structure in galaxies. 
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counsel. This research was supported by NSF grants AST 76-24281 and AST 76-80801. S. Tremaine was supported 
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